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Many people have called 2021 the "year of the software supply
chain attack". A series of high-profile organisations were
impacted with zero-day attacks, phishing or unpatched security
bugs targeted through supply chains.

Our 2021 webinar series demonstrated what a supply chain
security hack could look like when our own notorious cyber villain
'Cyber McNasty' deceived a yacht management company by
targeting unprotected areas of their supply chain. Click here to
watch back the webinar with our partners ACREW, Darktrace and
IYBA.

2021 also saw a continued increase in the volume of stolen
records and data. We live in an era of digitalisation; the amount of
data increases every year, and with it, so do the security risks.

As a result, cybercriminals are now stealing higher volume, less
secure data on a global scale.

January's edition: Looking back at 2021 and forward to 2022

Is your vessel or organisation at risk? CSS Platinum provide a Yacht Cyber
Security Audit to assess any security vulnerabilities and address them fast!

Yacht Cyber SecurityAudit provides:

For further information contact the CSS Platinum team at
support@cssplatinum.com

Complete on-board evaluation

Security Risk Assessment Report

IMO Cyber Compliance Plan

Workshop with Cyber Security Experts

Risk Management Policies

Cyber-Awareness Training

Incident Response Plan

Cyber-Bytes Glossary

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSNM0MQGn3w
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Your own personal security solved with Cyber Bodyguard

Respond &
recover quickly

Maintain itFix itUnderstand it

Protect yourself with
Cyber Bodyguard from
CSS Platinum

CSS Platinum are delighted to launch Cyber Bodyguard, a service that
provides complete security and protection for individuals.

CSS Platinum expansion in 2022
2022 is also bringing further expansion at CSS Platinum, with a number of recruits
joining our global team!

With new faces joining our technical and delivery teams in the UK and US this
coming month, it’s an exciting time here. We also have new roles that have opened
up in our Cyber Security Consultancy team to work with Superyacht and Maritime
organisations on their Cyber Security strategies. For further details, please email
support@cssplatinum.com

Individuals are more likely to be targeted in our superyacht and maritime community. Most people take security for granted; we believe our
devices, IT systems, and procedures are unique and have a quality protective shield inbuilt, protecting us from criminals.

The reality is very different. We leave ourselves vulnerable because we think ‘our' data is useless to the bad guys. The more critical your
data is, the more likely your security will be penetrated. In the last 5 years, billions of records have been stolen, and that volume of data will
continue to increase as thieves steal in bulk and sell it on the dark web with high net-worth individuals most at risk.

CSS Platinum offer individuals their own personal cyber security protection services with Cyber Bodyguard. For more details, go to
https://cssplatinum.com/cyber-bodyguard/
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